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THE climax reached by English illumination early in the fourteenth century

was soon followed by a sudden decline, so complete as to amount almost

to total extinction, at any rate so far as really fine work is concerned. This

remarkable disappearance of the art is usually attributed to the Black Death, which

swept through England in 1348-9; and some such catastrophic cause seems

required to account for the lamentable fact that first-rate English work of the third

quarter of the fourteenth century is all but unknown. 1

Typical representatives of the normal production of the closing decades of the

^century are shown in Plates 1 and 2. There are echoes of the East-Anglian

•^tradition in many of the details of ornament, e.g. daisy, three-lobed leaf, &c
:cf. Part III, Plates 5, 9); but few traces remain of the delicacy and variety which

characterized that school. An innovation of some interest is the device of diver-

^ sifying the rigid bar-borders with central and corner bosses of close-set foliage

—

T a reversion to the Winchester style of the late tenth and early eleventh centuries

(cf. Part I, Plate 15 and introd. p. 7 ;
G. F. Warner, Illuminated MSS. in the British

Museum
, 1899-1903, Plates 9, 10, and Reproductions from illuminated MSS., 1907,

ser. i, pis. 5, 6, ser. ii, pi. 8). The curious spoon-shaped leaf which appears in Plate 2,

at the top left-hand corner, becomes from this time onwards a marked feature of

English illumination.

Shortly before the year 1400 a sudden revival of the art took place, beginning

a new and brilliant, though all too brief, chapter in the history of English illumina-

tion. The style of this new school of illuminators differs widely from that in vogue

during the earlier part of the century, and the view is generally accepted that it

received a fresh impulse from Rhenish or Bohemian painters coming to England

on the marriage of Richard II with Anne of Bohemia in 1382. This view is sup-

ported by the Low-German inscriptions found among the illuminations of one of

the finest examples of the school, the so-called Bible of Richard II (see description,

below, of Plates 4, 5); it must not, however, be pushed too far, for one of the

greatest artists of the new school was the English Dominican John Siferwas (see

- Plates 6, 7). The style is characterized by rich warm colouring, skilful handling of

architecture, new forms of conventional foliage, and the substitution of brush-work

for pen-strokes in the treatment of the face. An additional characteristic is the

- introduction of genuine portraiture of individuals, in place of the conventional

^ representations of types hitherto found sufficient. Siferwas’s masterly portraits of

0-

£

1 Two notable exceptions are the Psalter of John of Gaunt (arc. 1360?), formerly in Mr. H. Yates

Thompson’s collection, and the Psalter of Humphrey de Bohun, Earl of Hereford (circ. 1370), in the library

of Exeter College, Oxford. These two volumes, which were exhibited in 1908 by the Burlington Fine

Arts Club (nos. 72, 73; Illustrated Catalogue

,

1909, pis. 63,64), are decorated in a peculiar style, with copious

use of pinnacles. For the former manuscript see also H. Y. Thompson, Illustrations , vol. iv, 1914, pis. 52-59.
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himself and Lord Lovel, reproduced in Plate 6, are among the earliest extant

efforts of English illuminators in this direction, and not many earlier examples of

French or Flemish portrait-miniatures are known. The most splendid monument
of the school now under discussion is unquestionably the great Missal illuminated

by Siferwas between 1396 and 1407 for Sherborne Abbey, in Dorsetshire, and now
in the Duke of Northumberland's library. 1 In Plates 3-7, however, the school is

well represented by the so-called Missal and Bible of Richard II and the Lectionary

illuminated by Siferwas for Lord Lovel
;
and the Beaufort Horae and Admiralty

Ordinances, illustrated in Plates 8-10, though less ambitious and elaborate, are

painted in very much the same pleasing style.
2

Strictly speaking, perhaps, the interest of Plates 11 and 12 is historical rather

than artistic
;
the former being taken from Occleve’s presentation-copy (apparently)

of his poem to Henry V, and the latter from a selection of the Psalms made for the

same monarch’s brother Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester. They are, however,

fair specimens of the style prevalent during Henry’s reign, and supply fresh

examples of early portraiture.

English illumination, as a living and progressive art, received its death-blow

from Henry V’s successful invasion of France. The occupation of Paris fostered

a taste for French art, then at its prime, to the detriment of native English work,

which was still further discouraged by the Wars of the Roses, and afterwards by

the transference of royal patronage, under Edward IV, to the Flemish school.

Plates 14 and 15 show the persistence, despite these adverse conditions, ol a good

tradition in border-decoration. Plate 13 is chiefly significant as illustrating, by

comparison with the earlier work in the same manuscript (see Part III, Plates 6-8),

the difficulties that confront the painter who tries, in a decadent age, to imitate

the masterpieces of an art whose secret has long been lost.

1 The Sherborne Missal: reproductions offull pages and details of ornament ,
Oxford (printed for presenta-

tion to members of the Roxburghe Club), 1920.
2 Another manuscript having affinities with these two, but far more sumptuous and of singular beauty,

is Mr. C. W. Dyson Perrins’s (formerly Mr. H. Yates Thompson’s) Horae of 1 Elizabeth ye Quene’ (see

H. Y. Thompson, Illustrations, iv, pis. 60-70).
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LIST OF PLATES

Plate I. Additional MS. 16968, f. Vj b. Psalter, Canticles, and Litany, in

Latin, preceded by a Calendar, Hours of the Virgin (Sarum use) and of the

Cross, Penitential Psalms and Litany, and Vigils of the Dead, and followed

by Hours of the Holy Spirit and a series of select Psalms; late fourteenth

century. Twenty-nine large initials, containing miniatures on backgrounds of

burnished (and sometimes patterned) gold or diaper, with full or (more

frequently) partial borders
;
smaller initials in gold and colours throughout

the volume. Eight of the miniatures are conjoined in pairs (flf. 19, 20, 21, 22),

one below the other, each enclosed in a lozenge-quatrefoil not unlike that used

occasionally in Queen Mary’s Psalter (see Part III, Plate 12). In the page

reproduced, the Virgin’s bodice and St. Joseph’s cloak are pink; the Infant’s

swaddling-clothes, St. Joseph’s hat, and the pillow are red
;
the coverlet is dark

blue, with modelling well marked by gradations of colour
;
the ox and ass are

reddish-brown and grey respectively
;
the background is patterned gold. The

initials U and D are gold, on parti-coloured fields of blue and pink with white

tracery.

Plate 2. Egerton MS. 618, f. 105 b. Bible, in English, of the earlier Wycliffite

version
;
late fourteenth century (before 1397, having the arms of Thomas of

Woodstock, Duke of Gloucester, who was put to death in that year). In

two large volumes (Eg. 617, 618), of page-dimensions 17I in. x iif. The first

page of each Book has the text enclosed in a frame-border, and a large

ornamental initial in colours on a gold ground. In the page reproduced, the

daisies are red-tipped, with green calyx
;
the foliage-stems, leaves, and lattice-

work are blue or pink, with touches of white
;

the ground of the border is

gold.

Plate 3. Additional MS. 29704, ff. 50, 22. Initials and border-ornaments,

cut out of a large Missal and laid down in two volumes (Add. 29704, 29705);

late fourteenth century. The manuscript when complete must have been one

of exceptional richness and beauty, as well as size, and was probably executed

for King Richard II, whose portrait has been recognized in one ol the

miniatures. The initial R shown in the plate is blue, with designs in white
;

the foliage-scrolls which fill it are blue, pink, red, and white, and are on

a patterned gold ground
;
the diaper surrounding the R is white on a pink

ground, and is edged with patterned gold. In the miniatures of the martyrdom

of St. Catherine, she wears a dark-blue mantle, with white bodice showing

above it in the lower picture
;
the king’s mantle is pale pink with ermine

lining, his cap red in the upper picture, pink to match his mantle in the lower

;
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the background of the miniatures is gold covered with a branch-pattern of

great delicacy.

Plates 4, 5. Royal MS. 1 E. IX, ff. 227, 229. Bible, in Latin
;
late fourteenth

century. Probably executed for Richard II. Miniature-initials to all the

Books and most of the Prologues, the other initials being filled with foliage,

usually on a burnished and patterned gold ground. The miniatures prefixed to

Prologues always represent St. Jerome
;
elsewhere the subject is from the Book

itself. Two of the initials have inscriptions in Low-German, supporting the

hypothesis that the style of illumination which characterizes this and the

preceding manuscript was introduced into England by Rhenish artists in

the train of Anne of Bohemia, who married Richard II in 1382. In Plate 4,

St. Jeromes hat is pink, his mantle pale blue; the ground of the diapered

background is red. In the lower miniature, Hosea and his bride are clad in

pink
;
the priest’s outer vestment is pale blue, his mitre and inner vestment

white
;
the background is black, damasked in gold. The page-dimensions of

the manuscript are 24I in. x 17 in., so that both reproductions are reduced in

scale, Plate 4 very considerably. For coloured plates see G. F. Warner,

Illuminated MSS. in the British Museum
, 1899-1903, Plates 41, 42.

Plates 6, 7. Harley MS. 7026, ff. 4 b, 14. Fragment of a Lectionary, in

Latin
;
executed for John, 5th Lord Lovel of Tichmersh (d. 1408), as a gift to

Salisbury Cathedral. At the beginning (Plate 6) is a large miniature of the

artist, John Siferwas, in the habit of a Dominican friar, presenting the volume

to Lord Lovel
;
a very striking piece of portraiture, especially in view of its

early date. On other pages are fine miniature-initials and borders, mostly in

more or less damaged condition through oxidization. A more sumptuous and

better preserved example of the same artist’s work is the splendid Sherborne

Missal (mentioned above, p. 4). The varieties of design used by Siferwas in

the decoration of the latter volume are endless, and the text-pages of the

Lovel Lectionary hardly do more than suggest the richness and brilliancy of

which he was capable. Many of the leading features of his style, however, are

indicated in Plate 7 ;
especially characteristic are the angel with flowing

draperies, the niche supported on a slender shaft, and the light and graceful

sprays of foliage. The angel is draped in red, with brocaded collar. In the

smaller miniature, representing the Presentation of the Virgin, St. Anne wears

a white veil and dark-blue mantle, the High Priest a magenta mantle, and the

Virgin a white gown, patterned in red and blue, and dark-blue underskirt

;

the background is black with gold tracery. The larger miniature, depicting

the Coronation of the Virgin, has a background of patterned gold
;
the Father

and Son wear dark-blue mantles lined with ermine
;

the white Dove, gold

rayed, has a dark-blue nimbus
;

the Virgin’s mantle is like her gown in the

smaller miniature. In the niche she stands robed in dark blue. The left-hand

scene in the lower margin illustrates the story of the man who cut off his own
diseased leg, but was afterwards restored whole by the Virgin

;
she wears
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a red gown and a dark-blue mantle with gold orphreys and ermine lining.

The right-hand scene is the story of Martha and Mary, illustrating the Gospel

of the day (Luke x. 38-42, for the Assumption) : Christ’s mantle is dark blue,

gold-orphreyed and ermine-lined, Mary’s is red, and Martha’s gown is

magenta
;
the nimbi are gold, edged with black. The frontispiece (Plate 6)

has but little colour. Lord Lovel’s gown is lightly touched with red and the

fur collar with brown, the folds of the gown being marked in red
;
his hat is

black, and the doorway-background is a very dark greenish grey
;
Siferwas

wears the white tunic and black cloak of the Dominican Order. The reddish

flesh-tints are touched in with extreme delicacy
;
Lord Lovel’s eyes are brown,

the artist’s blue. The page-dimensions of the manuscript are i8| in. x 12I in.

Plates 8, 9. Royal MS. 2 A. XVIII, ff. 23 b, 96. Horae (Sarum use) and

Psalter, &c., in Latin
;
executed early in the fifteenth century (not before 1401,

since the contents include a ‘ Memoria ’ of St. John of Bridlington, who was

canonized in that year 1

),
perhaps for John de Beaufort, 1st Earl of Somerset

(d. 1410), and his wife Margaret de Holand, less probably for his son John, 3rd

Earl and (1443) Duke of Somerset (d. 1444), and his wife Margaret, daughter

of Sir John Beauchamp of Bletsoe. A finely illuminated volume, having

thirteen full-page miniatures in architectural canopied frames, from which

sprays of foliage issue at intervals
;
seven smaller miniatures, prefixed to or

enclosed in initials
;
and many decorative initials, with full or partial borders.

The large miniatures are all well executed, with rich warm colouring
;
some

of them, especially that of the Annunciation (Plate 8), with which the series

ends, have great charm. The smaller miniatures are mostly of comparatively

mediocre quality (the Jesse-tree shown in Plate 9 is decidedly the best); but

the borders are everywhere graceful and pleasing. The architectural setting

of the Annunciation is white, shaded in grey
;
the background is red patterned

in gold
;
the Virgin’s mantle is a beautiful rich blue, and gradations of the

same colour are used for the apparition of God the Father; the angel and the

two kneeling figures below wear robes of a delicate pink; the Virgin’s prie-

dieu is draped in gold-brocaded green, with a red table-cloth
;
the desks before

the kneeling couple have blue table-cloths and red draperies covered with

a white embroidered pattern. For a coloured reproduction of this page see

Sir E. M. Thompson, English Illuminated MSS., 1895, frontispiece.

Plate 10. Cotton MS. Vespasian B. xxii, f. 10. Admiralty ordinances, &c.,

in Latin and French, with Calendar prefixed; executed in or very soon after

1413, possibly for Sir John Cokayne, Chief Baron of the Exchequer in 1400
and Justice of the Common Pleas in 1406 (d. 1438). Full borders on five pages,

the first of which (reproduced here) has also a miniature of the Virgin and
Child enclosed in the initial, while the others have large decorative initials on
gold grounds

;
smaller initials with border-prolongations on almost every

1 See J. A. Twemlow, in Melanges d’histoire offcrls a M . Charles Benionf, 1913, p. 365, and Miscellany
presented to J . M. Mackay, 1914, p. 128.
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page. On the page reproduced the border-frame and the square in which the

initial is set are gold
;
the foliage is mainly pale blue and a subdued green.

In the miniature, the Virgin wears a pink bodice and a dark-blue mantle;

her chair is draped in crimson
;
the background is pink patterned in gold.

For coloured plate (of another page) see Warner, pi. 43.

Plate 11. Arundel MS. 38, f. 37. Thomas Occleve’s poem ‘ De regimine

Principum ’, written about 1411 or 1412, and dedicated to Henry, Prince of

Wales, afterwards King Henry V
;
apparently the actual dedication-copy,

having the Prince’s arms at the beginning of the text, besides the miniature,

here reproduced, of the author offering his book to the Prince. The latter wears

a blue robe lined with ermine. Occleve’s robe is mauve, the binding of his

book is vermilion, and the background is a purplish-pink figured in gold.

Plate 12. Royal MS. 2 B. I, f. 8. A selection of Psalms, &c., in Latin, made for

his own use by Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester (cr. 1414, d. 1447), fourth son of

Henry IV, with a Sarum Calendar prefixed
;
executed for him early in the

fifteenth century (1414-1447). Finely illuminated throughout with initials and

border-prolongations, and with two full-bordered pages, the more elaborate of

which, having a miniature in addition, is here reproduced. One would natur-

ally expect the figure kneeling before the Image of Pity to represent Duke
Humphrey himself

;
but if, as seems probable, the identification of the patron

saint as St. Henry the Emperor be correct, the kneeling figure would then

doubtless be intended for Henry V. He wears a blue mantle lined with

ermine and brocaded in gold
;
his tunic, like the ermine-lined mantles of his

patron and King David (in the initial C), is pale pink. The background of the

miniature is a series of slanting strips of blue, green, pink, and white

successively, all figured in gold
;
the tessellated floor is black and gold. The

ground of the border is alternately blue, with a white dot-pattern, and burnished

gold
;
the blue, a soft, clear, and pleasing tint, is predominant in the whole

scheme.

Plate 13. Additional MS. 39810, f. 29 b. Psalter, in Latin
;
begun for

a member of the St. Omer family, of Mulbarton, in Norfolk, about 1325, but

left unfinished, and completed about a century later, perhaps under the

direction of Humphrey, Duke of Gloucester (d. 1447), into whose possession it

came. For the earlier and more beautiful illuminations in this interesting:

manuscript, which was presented to the Museum in 1918 by Mr. PI. Yates

Thompson, see Part III, Plates 6-8. The present plate reproduces one of the

four full-bordered pages, with large miniatures, the illumination of which is

entirely of the fifteenth century. It must not be regarded as typical of its age,

so far as the general scheme is concerned, for in this respect it conforms

closely to the original illuminations of the volume, though in detail it lacks

their minute and charming delicacy. The total effect, however, is by no

means unsuccessful as a decorative design
;

but the colouring suffers even
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more than the draughtsmanship by comparison with the earlier work, being

relatively harsh and crude. Each of the roundels has a dark background (blue,

plum-colour, green, and orange successively), and the flower enclosed is

in lighter shades, finely gradated, of the same colour. The background of the

miniature is patterned gold
;
the king wears a pale violet tunic, blue mantle,

and bright red hose ; the person anointing him is clad in white and pale

mauve, the other figures in blue, red, pale violet, and pale blue.

Plate 14. Arundel MS. 109, f. 204. Missal, in Latin, of Sarum use
;
towards

the middle of the fifteenth century. Bequeathed by William Melreth, aider-

man of London, to the church of St. Laurence, Old Jewry, in Jan. 1446.

A few miniature-initials and full or partial borders with light feathery sprays

of foliage. On the page reproduced, the ground of the border is gold, the

foliage mostly in gradations of blue, green, and plum-colour. The back-

ground of the miniature (Nativity of the Virgin), as well as the coverlet, is

red patterned in gold
;

the babe is swathed in green. Leaf dimensions,

17 in. x 1 if in.

Plate 15. Cotton MS. Cleopatra A. xiii, ff. 58 150. Treatise, in Latin, on

the education of princes, dedicated to Henry VI
;
followed by Hours of the

Trinity, Holy Name, &c. The treatise was composed, and no doubt the

present manuscript was executed, between the years 1436 and 1471. There

are no miniatures, but the first page of each of the various sections has an

ornamental initial and full border of foliage scroll-work on a gold ground.

These are well executed, and show a good deal of variety in detail, though the

general plan is the same throughout. The colours include blue, green, red,

and pink.












